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Mapping Participant Frameworks in the
Aitys of Birzhan and Sara

Here the lens of the "mapping problem" described by Judith Irvine in participant framework
studies is used to analyze shifts in the cultural tale “The Aitys of Birzhan and Sara” from its
origin as an improvisational verbal duel in the late 19th century, to a Kazakh socialist opera
during the Soviet period, to a nationalized historical reference in Kazakhstan. During the
multiple recontextualizations of that social text, its discursive pragmatics and characters are
preserved within the expanding and shifting participant frameworks enabled by the genre of
aitys poetry. Birzhan and Sara are able to “speak”—as poets, characters, and ancestors—to a
changing series of audiences, all of whom become involved and implicated in their words and
story as a result. They—like all aitys poets and the tradition itself—become a source of cultural
authority. Thus the mapping of this social text over time is used as an example, in order to
explain why and how an oral tradition is able to overcome or absorb even serious intertextual
gaps resulting from shifting historical and political contexts over a long twentieth
century. [discourse pragmatics, nationalization of culture, oral tradition, participant
framework mapping, recontextualization]

«Meнi дe «ұpпaғым» дeп, ecкe aл, жұpтым

Capaның aйтapы ocы aттaнapдa»

“Remember me too as your descendant, my people

This is what Sara wants to say, before (I) go.”

- Sara Tastanbekqyzy

Introduction: The Aitys of Birzhan Sal and Sara Qyz

In the late 19th century, a young Qazaq woman named Sara Tastanbekqyzy
became famous among Qazaqs in Central Asia when she performed in a verbal
duel against one of the most well-known bards of her time, Birzhan sal.1 Their

reported battle in 1871—part of the poetic tradition aitys, where lines are at least
partially improvised, sung, and accompanied by the music of the stringed wooden
instrument dombyra2—was purportedly memorized by members of their audience at
the time, and transmitted through oral memory for years, until it was written down
for the first time in 1898 by a young poet and collector of oral literature, Zh€usipbek
Shaykhislamuly.3 Their meeting is notable not just for Sara’s participation or for
Birzhan’s fame, but also because of the specific content that was discussed: Sara
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spoke openly about her impending unwanted arranged marriage, and she used the
aitys format as a space in which to publicly air the situation and to shame those
responsible. Though Sara would most likely have been just seventeen or eighteen
years old at the time, unknown to anyone outside her home region, and singing
alone, she held her ground against the older bard, whose reputation was widespread
throughout the territory of the then Qazaq khanates, and who had also brought an
entourage of fellows there to accompany him. She gained his recognition and
support, and Birzhan ultimately joined her in explicitly condeming those village
members and elders who wished her to marry against her will. Sara is remembered
for her bravery speaking out as a young woman. She and Birzhan are still often
referenced in public aitys performances among Qazaq poets in present-day
Qazaqstan, now recognized as “ancestors” within the tradition.

Referred to colloquially as the “The Aitys of Birzhan and Sara,” this performance
was subsequently canonized as one of the key narratives or texts of a nationalized
Qazaq cultural history in the early Soviet period. That canonization was a central
component of the broader ideological territorial “nationalization” of ethnic culture
and literature under socialism (Hirsch 2005; Martin 2001; Slezkine 1994). The story of
the poets’ meeting was retold and rewritten during the Soviet period, thus finding its
way into a new genre (opera) and storyline (romantic narrative, revolution against
customary authority) deemed more representative of the modernist performative
cultural repertoire of a young socialist nation. The Birzhan-Sara opera is still regularly
performed today at the Astana Opera, in the capital city of the now post-Soviet
Qazaqstani nation-state. In the post-Soviet period, the aitys tradition itself was also
revitalized as a performance network in the broader context of ethnic nationalism.
Contemporary poets meet across regions of Qazaqstan in televised competitions, and
in those performances the Birzhan and Sara aitys continues to be referenced in many
different ways, keeping the story and characters alive in cultural memory.

In this article I wish to illuminate the discursive pragmatic features of the aitys oral
tradition that give it a mechanism of “staying power” and expand its capacity for
genealogical transmission over time (Bauman 2001), despite transformations in
modality, content, and even genre. The historical poetic dialogue of Sara and Birzhan
and its subsequent recontextualization present an excellent opportunity to explore
the longevity of this oral tradition from the perspective of what Judith T. Irvine (1996)
has called the “mapping problem” of participant framework studies, or the logics and
creation of possible role categories within specific cultural and historical contexts.
Aitys does not present a fixed set of roles, but in its conventions of poetic “self” or
voice, contextual reference, and audience participation, becomes maximally inclusive
in the distribution and attribution of responsibility for “what is said or expressed” in
any one performance. Studying the tranformations of the Birzhan-Sara story as a
social text over more than a century of significant ideological and political change
provides an excellent chance to explore how and why aitys as a cultural framework
survives over time, to understand its capacity for creative permutation in shifting
historical contexts, and most specifically, how the discursive pragmatics and the
participant frameworks of this oral tradition engender that very survival.

The “Mapping Problem” in Aitys Poetry

Together with other oral poetic traditions across Eurasia (Abramson 2012; Blackwell
2010; Dawut and Anderson 2016; Salimjan 2017; van der Heidi 2015) aitys constitutes
one of the primary performative genres of the region. Aitys does have formal features
such as stanza organization, phrase end-rhyme in a verb-final and agglutinative
language, metrical phrasing, extended turn-taking, and forms of topicalization,
which can also be seen as the “means and resources” for the creation of verbal art
(Sherzer and Webster 2015). In their performances together, poets can modify or
incorporate other speech genres such as bata (blessings) or shezhire (ancestral
recitation), or even popular songs, into the aitys structures. There are conventional
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themes typically commented upon such as kinship, culture, history, and genealogy,
as well as current events and news, and aitys thus appears to audiences as having
both a “value-laden orientation” (Hanks 1987, 671) as well as being an “official [genre
that has] the inherent potential to transform the world as represented” (676). Building
on that authority, poets are also known for their capacity to sing about current events
in order to inform their audiences (Asanuly 2010), as well as before leaders. Aitys is
also recognizable for its stylization, both in the self-presentation of poets and for its
sung character: lines of poetry are accompanied by musical instrumentation on the
dombyra (wooden two stringed instrument), and each poet has a signature musical
“tag line” in performance. While the structure and topics of aitys poetry are largely
conventional, it is also a “verbal duel” (Pagliai 2009), a genre which explicitly
encourages or requires improvisation in the moment and therefore becomes “fully
poetic only when embodied in concrete works” (Hanks 1987, 676). Aitys is a tradition
in which “generic regimentation” is balanced with the “innovation [that] is more
conducive to the exercise of creativity, resistance to a hegemonic order, and openness
to change” (Bauman 2004, 8 cited in Kroskrity 2009; on improvisation in verbal art
see also Duranti and Black 2011).

Soviet and post-Soviet Qazaq scholars do present brief collections of aitys
organized by genre—or more accurately sub-genre (see for example Akhmetov and
Iskakov 1964–1966; Muqanov and Ismayilov 1942; Nurakhmetuly, D€uysenghazy,
and Aituly 2004, 2006; Zholdasbekov 2014).4 However, in Soviet era canonical
folklore studies as well as contemporary ethnographic interviews (see for example
€Auezov 2014 or Dubuisson 2017), local researchers also point out that while such
general descriptions might be helpful to identify some of the key characteristics of
aitys poetry, on the whole such typological attributes are not sufficient, to explain the
influence or appeal of the tradition. Aitys is better understood not just as a
conventional duel between two individual poets, but rather as a conversation
between two culturally legitimated figures in front of a live audience. The poetic
tradition of aitys is helpfully thought of as a “process of telling” (Finnegan 2001, 49)
by poets and audiences together, about their changing cultural world. My own
previous ethnographic research has shown that the framework of aitys also allows for
a high degree of creativity in discursive pragmatics, and is constitutive and inclusive
of multiple social and historical figures and roles (Dubuisson 2010, 2017).5 Building
from those insights, I argue that the notion of participation is an essential one, in
understanding the expansion and maintenance of this expressive genre over time.

Here I take up the question of what Judith T. Irvine has called the “mapping
problem” of participant framework studies, or “the process by which participation
structures are constructed, imagined, and socially distributed” (1996, 136). In her own
delineation of this issue, Irvine is responding most specfically to multiple attempts in
linguistics and linguistic anthropology to elaborate upon Goffman’s (1981) model of
participant roles in the interaction framework, which was itself a decomposition of
the traditional model of “Speaker /Hearer” or “Addresser” /“Addressee” in
structural linguistics. Irvine argues that what would be more important or helpful,
would be to transform the classificatory model instead into a theoretical one, to
examine the processes and principles of role delineation as a problem in itself, rather
than to name constituent categories. Understanding cultural and social context thus
becomes crucial, in mapping. This approach proved extremely fruitful for Irvine in
her ethnographic study of a highly analogous oral tradition, the genre of Xaxaar
insult poetry in rural Senegal (Irvine 1993, 1996). Irvine describes how poets are able
to publicly perform insults that might otherwise be disallowed precisely because of
the complex participation structures that enable their performance: the public context
creates the conditions for insults whose “addresser” is too vague or too complicated,
for any one person or group to be blamed.6 Because this poetic genre itself provides a
format at once structured but also creative and flexible, it becomes possible that in a
variety of situations or circumstances, various community members and groups are
implicated and can be “responsible” (Irvine 1993) for the words that poets sing in
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their live performances, and this is in fact central to the social and cultural power and
efficacy of this verbal art form over time. Because each performance “is but one
moment in a diachronic chain of discourses, a moment which presumes earlier
moments, and in which later moments are already envisioned” (Irvine 1996, 152–
153), all of those present in this and future similar contexts become implicated and
“engaged” as social actors in this production format (Hanks 1996, 160), accountable
for the situation and outcome.

The mapping problem thus has the capacity to expand our understanding of social
and cultural interaction beyond the instance of any one specific speech event, toward
historical contexts more broadly. How can certain verbal or poetic genres—from
Xaxaar to aitys—accommodate or encourage flexibility and inclusiveness in role
creation not only to become powerful in the present, but indeed to survive over the
long duree? Studying the cultural logics and expansion of participant frameworks
also harmonizes with the classic insights of intertextuality studies in giving us both
“ways of thinking of power and authority in discourse-based terms” as well as “a
vantage point on social formations larger than those of the immediate interaction
order” (Bauman 2005 cited in Hodges 2015, 146). How can various historical
discourses—even political or ideological frameworks—become molded and adapted
within the roles and voices offered by poets or other verbal artists in these genres,
and how can intertextual gaps be overcome to preserve these traditions as a whole?

In the case of aitys, when poets perform they represent not only themselves, as
legitimated bearers of cultural authority before an audience, but also as their families,
their regions of living and origin, and their ancestral lineages. They must stand to one
another in a named relationship, such as that of kinship, friendship, or romantic
interest, one which defines the discursive terms of their performance, and thus their
words represent any persons within the culture, who stand in the same sociological
or cultural category. Further, in aitys performances poets’ words are spoken not just
to one another, but to a variety of audience members, both co-present and imagined:
to the hosts who organize performances, to the villages and theatre audiences who
watch, to the ancestors and leaders named in performances, to the social groups and
lineages of learning of which poets are part. As forms of modal entextualization
change, the notion of “audience” becomes ever more expansive—from those who
read transcribed texts, to those who watch videos on youtube. But in any case, it is
the poets’ relationship with both those social groups they represent as well as with
their audience—both speaking to and speaking as—which create the conditions for
both the emergence—and the subsequent “textual production, circulation, and
reception” (Bauman 2008, 32) of these performances, and thus also for the
distribution of responsibility for what is said in any one performance.

The aitys tradition presents a series of “mediational performances” over time,
“formalized, routinized communicative structures” in which there are “implicational
or indexical relationships between a sequence of dialogues” (Bauman 2004, 130) that
together build a cultural platform. In this article I show how the discursive
pragmatics of the tradition enable transformations in voice and in responsibility for
what is said (Hill and Irvine 1993), such that aitys becomes a diffused and self-
referential “traditionalizing” genre imbued with “textual authority” (Briggs and
Bauman 1992, 147), a cultural “chain of authentication” (Irvine 1989; see also Agha
2003) with long-standing historical legitimacy. Even significant intertextual gaps—
such as radically shifting political circumstances such as socialism or nationalism—
can be absorbed into this broader framework. Poets reflect the authority and esteem
given to the tradition by the public, and their voices are seen to reflect a broader
social “point of view.” Therefore, each aitys as a speech event is inherently linked, to
broader cultural and historical frames. It is inevitable that poets’ words and topics
come to adopt and reflect whatever the social and political discourses of a particular
era may be, as well as those of their poetic ancestors. In order to understand the
relationship of aitys performances to one another and to broader cultural and
ideological conversations occurring over a long 20th century, it is necessary to
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consider this poetry as a process or a form of interaction over time, whose very power
emerges within—and is constituted by—its own expansive and inclusive participant
framework.

The Historical Aitys of Birzhan Sal and Sara Qyz

The aitys of Birzhan-sal and Sara qyz7 is quite well known as a story in Qazaq
cultural history, and as a somewhat remarkable event: in the late 19th century, a well-
established bard of middle age and high repute, Birzhan Kozhaghuloly, comes to
visit the village of a theretofore unknown teenage girl Sara Tastanbekqyzy in order to
sing with her. He has heard of her talent for improvisation and wishes to test her
skill. This is an honor for Sara, because it is through competition that she can establish
her reputation as an aqyn (poet). By demonstrating extensive knowledge of ancestry,
fluency in common topics and metaphors in aitys, and the capacity to defend herself
while at once cunningly cutting questioning her opponent’s prowess in their
subsequent duel, Sara was recognized by Birzhan to be a talented and worthy
competitor. The entire aitys dialogue totals more than nine hundred lines, and so in
this section I provide an outline summary with examples, based on my own research
team’s translation8 of a written version of the text compiled and published in Kazan
in approximately 1898 by poet and collector of literature Zh€usipbek Shaykhislamuly
(Toqtar 2020).9 While this aitys is widely accepted today as a canonical text of Qazaq
oral literature, there is still also some controversy among scholars over whether and
when this aitys actually occurred, the respective age of the poets, whether the text is
actually the words of Birzhan-sal and Sara qyz themselves or whether the story has
been transformed into an aitys style by another poet (or other poets), and finally, how
it was actually transcribed or written for the first time (Erdembekov 2011, 2014;
Tolymbekov 2018). The most recent—and further modified—version of the full text
was published together with Sara’s other works and biographical information by
researcher and editor Sh€arbanu Beysenova in 2014.

It is possible to see two clear traces of this history of entextualization: first, the
published written versions of the text are in Cyrillic script, not the original Arabic, a
transcription which most likely occurred in the early Soviet period, during the period
of script reform in Central Asia (cf Slezkine 1994; Winner, 1952). Another trace is that
Shaiqislamoly’s text includes not only the dialogue of Sara and Birzhan, but also
introduces a third figure, a narrator, who participates minimally to set the scene of
the aitys, to describe the location and performers and to offering some minor
commentary on sections—all of this itself put into additional aitys verses. Based on
commentary in the written version of the poem itself, this is apparently a description
or rendition based on the testimony of individuals who had been there, and who
came to narrate the aitys to the narrator within the following year after it had
occurred. Study of oral transmission and memory among orators in Central Asia has
shown that aitys poets are expected to recall previous performances in their entirety
(Kunanbaeva 2019). In their retelling, however, while bards are expected to recall
basic storylines, they may also individualize or embellish particular turns of phrase
(see for example Plumtree 2021) so in any case I do not claim that this version is an
“authentic original” in that it represents exactly what might have been said. Rather,
in my own translation and analysis of this sung dialogue I pay attention to the
themes, topics, and participant frameworks established in order to show how Birzhan
and Sara develop and legitimate their voice as poets together in the context of this
aitys context more generally, as well as why and how this text or “fragment of
culture” (Silverstein and Urban 1996) subsequently circulates and transforms further
through changing historical and ideological contexts over a long twentieth century.

Two aitys poets are in name opponents in their verbal duel, but even as they cut
each other down, they must gain one another’s explicit recognition and praise, in
order to establish that they are worthy competitors. In the case of the aitys of Birzhan
and Sara, there are two major components to this legitimation process (see examples
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in Figure 1 below): first, it is a characteristic of accomplished poets to be proud, and
so they each boast about their own both directly and through metaphor. In so doing,
they demonstrate confidence and build their reputations before one another and their
audience. This is particularly important for Sara, who is trying to “prove” herself as a
young poet before a well-known and established bard. Second, the two poets
represent two different regions and ancestral groups, and should demonstrate an
extensive knowledge of genealogy and lineage histories. The recitation of genealogy
across Central Asian cultures more broadly is itself a form of oral tradition, a means
of self-identification, political alliance, cultural memory, and historical record
(Jacquesson 2016; Light 2018; Salimjan 2021; Yessenova 2005). In the Birzhan-Sara
aitys, several hundred lines are devoted to naming and describing particular
ancestors of note; their impressive recitation in front of a live audience would also be
a form of information sharing for those present, a way of keeping these ancestors’
names and accomplishments alive in a shared cultural history, as seen in Figure 1.

Once the two poets have established the genealogical and interpersonal “ground”
from which they will meet one another and their audience in performance, specific
themes can emerge within the story of this particular aitys performance that Birzhan
and Sara co-create. Once she has been deemed worthy to perform as a poet, Sara may
bring up her own topic, and there is in fact an immediate and urgent matter at hand:
Sara has been traded to this village in marriage, but does not wish to marry the man
who has been chosen for her. As a respectful young person, she herself cannot openly
speak against her elders, nor as a young woman against her future in-laws. Therefore,
in her public performance space, she entreats upon Birzhan, as a well-known and
respected cultural figure, to advocate on her behalf to the elders of the village, to
change her fate. In the excerpts provided in Figure 2, I show how Sara presents
herself and her situation. She identifies as the daughter of a wealthy family, as a
member of a tribe and lineage, as a confident young poet, as a young woman risking
humiliation from Zh�ıenqul, the young man she is meant to marry, but who has none-
the-less kept silence as is culturally befitting her social station—an irony now that she
is being established as a gifted orator.

Over several turns, Sara is able to establish the particular theme of her impending
marriage, her dislike of her husband-to-be, Zh�ıenqul, and the notable absence of

Figure 1. The Introduction and Co-Legitimation of Aitys Poets.10
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Zh�ıenqul from the present company (a misstep which signals impropriety, disrespect,
or shame). As Sara’s story builds, Birzhan acknowledges her theme, and also begins
to make direct notice of their immediate hosts in the village. Together, the two poets
directly name and invoke several other participants who are presumed to be in the
gathered audience, or who would have representatives seated there, as well as those

Figure 2. Sara’s Summary of Her Situation, Excerpts.
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deceased relatives whose position should be respected. These include: Sara’s father
Tastanbek, Sara’s uncles including Esimbek (who would stand in some kind of
brother or brother in law relation to her father), the head of the current village
Turysbek, the elders (aq saqaldar) and the “good people” of this same village. All of
these are in a position to defend Sara, against the family who has taken her against
her will—the young Zh�ıenqul and his father. During their aitys Birzhan comes to
recognize that Sara is asking for his recognition and help, and he finally takes a clear
stand comes to her aid, addressing the entire audience as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Birzhan’s Reply (Excerpts).
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While the aitys unfolds in the words of two poets who face off in a dual, those
poets not only represent their family, lineage, and region, but they are also
surrounded by audience members who are always present in building performance
with their visible and audible reactions (€Auezov 2014). Birzhan in turn calls upon the
authority of both God and ancestral law, to implore the audience—including the
family and village elders—to make a wiser decision about Sara’s fate. Birzhan has an
entourage with him on this visit including other poets, who will be able to remember
this aitys and to recite it in their future travels. Sara has performed extremely well, so
the reputation of the village is truly at stake.13 All together, these discursive features
are constitutive of the participant framework of this speech event, as well as its
pragmatic potential.

Because the context of aitys allows poets to become multiply layered in their “self”
presentation before a public (see Lindforrs 2019), poets are culturally legitimated to
articulate social commentary that might not otherwise be said, sometimes resulting in
the dynamics of “speaking back to power.” Even as mediational performances are
“core structures” that “are constitutive of social life: traditionalization, the socializa-
tion of discourse, and authorization,” at the same time they may play the reverse role,
by turning those very structures “upside down, reminding us yet again that what
serves authority can also challenge it” (Bauman 2004, 158). Indeed, in the historical
example of Sara and Birzhan, this is precisely what allows a young woman to voice
her concerns about her own unwanted arranged marriage, and what allows a man
who is factually a stranger to publicly support her and to admonish her village elders,
something which neither of them would be culturally sanctioned to do, if they were
speaking as their “ordinary” selves. They are stronger in the relationship they
construct together in performance, and legitimated together as bearers of cultural
authority before their audience. While it is those specifically present who are
responsible for fixing Sara’s immediate situation, she is also a sociological character.
Here foregrounding the “mapping problem” of a specific historical and cultural
context (Irvine 1996) helps us to understand, who has actually been implicated in this
poetic event: all those who claim to uphold religious and customary authority, are
responsible for Sara’s well-being, and for that of all the young women like her in their
own families and communities.

Sara’s story did become a touchstone reference, and experience and performance
told and retold. In the remainder of this article, I will show how Sara and Birzhan
ultimately emerge as “characters” who—through shifting ideological contexts and
storylines—have remained strong and enduring cultural figures in a nationalized
(and semi-mythologized) Qazaq literary history.

Socialist National Culture in the Early Soviet Period

The end of the Russian Imperial period, and the beginning of the Soviet Socialist
Republican period marked a significant historical process of entextualization for
many cultural forms including most notably a time of intentional and rapid cultural
and linguistic transformation, when written literacy was heavily emphasized as a key
condition of the move from “backward” nomadic or Islamic traditions in Central
Eurasia, to a global socialist modernism (Fierman 1991; Marzluf 2017, 2018; Winner
1952). Rather than embracing oral traditions and musical traditions as extempora-
neous, in the early in the socialist period of the early 20th century, performances of
narrative, poetry, and music were recorded and transcribed, resulting in texts, scripts,
and scores from which “national” (ethnic, territorial) types were identified and
typified—this was true across Central Asia both in the former Soviet Union as well as
in socialist China (Harris 2008). Great attention in scientific and academic research
was given specifically to describing characteristics of particular genres of artistic
forms based on such collected examples; for example, the version of the aitys of
Birzhan and Sara created by Zh€usipbek Shaykhislamuly was included together with
other texts of poetry, folktales, and epic narratives, and these were used for this
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purpose, re-cited by famous early Soviet folklorist Muqtar €Auezov, who was
responsible for an encyclopedic cataloguing and description of oral folk genres in
Qazaqstan.14

Descriptions of “national culture” in the early socialist period were decidedly
ethnographic in nature—collections of detailed notes by ethnographers and musi-
cologists determining which aspects of “folklore” which might be costumed, staged,
and performed again and again throughout the Soviet period to demonstrate the
“successful internationalism” of the large polity across each of its semi-autonomous
republics (Hirsch 1997; Tishkov 1997). Previous differences in language, genealogy,
or lifeway were downplayed, as each of the new “folk” was designed to represent a
titular nationality corresponding to newly created republican borders (Edgar 2004;
Suny and Martin eds. 2001). Many different art forms became part of a newly
“national” culture and were performed or showcased in the centralized system of
republican “culture houses” local outposts of the ministries and theatres meant to
bring socialist art forms to the masses, as well as in the republican capitol and in
“international” performances in the Soviet center of Moscow (Grant 1995; Igmen
2012; Shelekpayev 2018); this structural organization remains active to this day in
fact, at the regional level (Dubuisson 2020). In other words, the Soviet political and
ideological system created from the complexity of languages, cultural traditions, and
territorial identities certain national socialist types, of which performances became
tokens, based on ethnographic descriptions of ethno-cultural categories. The “self-
consciousness” and “diversity” of Soviet nationality policy was—ironically—meant
to showcase the anticolonial and liberating nature of Soviet modernity, as opposed to
the oppression of the Russian Imperial system (Tagangaeva 2017, 394–395; Martin
2001).15

The nationalization of culture in the Soviet period gave artists and performers of
many different genres the possibility (or requirement) of a doubly laminated voice
(Bakhtin 1984) in their very presence on the stage, where the national “language” of
performance comes into being in and through the conventions of discourse (Tannen
2004, 403, cited in Volek 2014), in this case a socialist discourse. In the case of aitys
generally, rather than representing ancestral lineages, poets could represent
Sovietized “units” such as nationalities, administrative regions, or collective farms
(Zemtovsky and Kunanbaeva 1997). However poets—still recognized as embodying
“the voice of the people” (Dubuisson 2017, 90)—could also notably speak as and for
the class of the proletariat, against the authority of the wealthy or religious elite. In
the operatic version of the Birzhan-Sara tale first scripted by composer Muqan
T€ulebaev and performed at the Abay State Opera theater in 1946 for a public
audience, Birzhan and Sara are presented in a romantic narrative as star-crossed
lovers, who are impeded by the “oppressive“ rules of village elders and mullahs.
Birzhan comes to speak more predominantly as a brave young revolutionary,
speaking out against traditional authority. Thus in the case of this particular cultural
story, while the characters remained and village context remained, it is precisely the
participant framework and discursive pragmatics that were removed, replaced with a
variety of culturally stereotyped figures who were together meant to animate instead
the narrative of the socialist state.16

The opera is broken into four major scenes, which I summarize here, based on the
scene descriptions provided online by Astana Opera. In the first opening scene, we
see a colorful traditionalized holiday village celebration, where famed poets are
coming to perform—Birzhan from northern K€okshetau, Sara from southern Zhetysu.
But, in the first scene we also meet the villains of the tale—the first is the rich man
(Kaz: bai) Zh�ıenqul, with his retinue of guards and servants—he is the nephew of the
local authority Zhambota. A new character, Zhambota’s daughter Altynay, is
introduced as a villain as well—she is in love with Birzhan and hoping to attract his
attention on this visit; she is thwarted however when Birzhan meets Sara, as they
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meet in an aitys wildly applauded by the villagers (as seen in excerpts of this aitys in
Figure 4 below), and quickly fall in love. Similarly, when he sees the poet Sara, the
cruel Zh�ıenqul demands to take her as his fourth wife. Sara refuses him, and Birzhan
sings openly against him, further gaining the popular support of the crowd, and so
Zh�ıenqul is initially forced to leave.

Figure 4. Excerpts of the Sung Aitys, from the Birzhan-Sara Opera.17
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In the second scene, Birzhan sings longingly for his beloved Sara, and his mother
tries to console him. But his father has been warned by the religious leaders (mullahs)
not to act against the local authorities. Unafraid, Birzhan sings to his friends in the
village, including the songs of the poet Abai, and vows to fight for Sara. Birzhan and
Sara have a moment in private to declare their love, a union blessed by Birzhan’s
mother. But they are interrupted by the villains—Altynay, who attempts to seduce
Birzhan with promises of wealth, and Zhambota, who accuses them of violating
custom and tradition. Zhambota’s guards kidnap Sara and take her to the house of
Zh�ıenqul. In the third scene, Zh�ıenqul already prepares for his impending wedding
to Sara with an elaborate feast. Birzhan, after wandering alone with rage and grief,
bursts in on the gathering to rescue Sara, although she is already technically
betrothed—he suggests taking her north to Kokshetau, where his friends can help
them. They attempt to escape, but again are betrayed by Altynay and captured by the
villains; Birzhan is beaten and imprisoned by the guards. Sara attempts to visit
Birzhan at the prison, but is against betrayed by Altynay. In the fourth and final
scene, Birzhan is put on trial for his failure to follow traditional religious and
customary law—he is condemned by Zhambota and the mullahs. Sara arrives with
Birzhan’s parents and friends to the scene—when Altynay sees her, she tells
Zh�ıenqul, who shoots at Birzhan in a jealous rage. But Sara blocks him, and is the one
who is shot and dies. Birzhan dies of grief and injury—his last song in the final scene
of the opera is sung in honor of Sara, for poets, his parents, friends, and homeland.
After he passes, his mother sings a traditional zhokhtau (mourning song). The last
image of the opera is of Birzhan Sara standing hand in hand above a waterfall—the
description reads, “They were not fated to be together, but the story of their love
remained in the memory of the people, and the songs of Birzhan are sung by a new
generation of lovers.”18

There are many readily apparent differences in the operatic presentation of the
storyline. Birzhan and Sara do meet as poets, but quickly develop a central romantic
plot of their own; their mini aitys is restyled in quatraines, and serves as a conceit to
show their initial attraction. They end this by singing couplets together in harmony—
something which would never occur in an actual aitys. Their lines are regularly
interjected by the gathering of villagers who serve as a Greek chorus to show their
support and admiration of the poets’ love. The aitys focuses on their meeting, and
does not locate either poet in any lineage of ancestry at all. Zh�ıenqul appears actively
as a villain in this opera—in the original aitys he fails to appear at all, which is central
to Sara’s criticism of him. In the opera Birzhan is given a jealous counterpart in
Altynay, and together they are part of a powerful and wealthy family who colludes
with religious leaders to force the marriages they desire. That dynamic is entirely
absent from the historical aitys; the opera is instead very much a narrative of the
socialist revolutionary goal to overcome traditional authority. Finally, the conflict and
showdown between the young idealist Birzhan and his oppressors becomes
embodied and physical in a series of altercations; in the original aitys of course, his
criticism of village elders remains in words only, and they do not have the
opportunity in the performance framework to answer him in any way.

In this version of the Soviet-ized opera, an example of nationalized culture under
socialism, the gender dynamics of the original aitys are presented differently, but not
without some irony. Both Sara and Birzhan alike are presented as young people who
wish to be unconstrained in their choice of romantic partner, able to act and choose
independently from village or religious authority. In presenting the character Sara
this way alongside Birzhan, this operatic version of the story underscores the
discourses and themes of women’s liberation in Soviet Central Asia, which centered
around women’s marriage rights, education and literacy, and participation in the
public sphere—conversations which were specifically addressed in the realm of art
and culture, and which continue to the present day (Kassenova and Rukhelman 2019,
Ulugova 2020).19 However, in the re-presentation of the relationship between the two
poets as a romantic one, rather than one of mutual respect and support, Sara’s role is
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also somewhat undermined. In the original historical aitys, Sara Tastanbek was able
to manipulate the very structures and dynamics of social and cultural authority, to
defeat an unjust situation. Birzhan advocated for her alone, not for himself. In the
opera, those dynamics are reversed: traditional authority is completely rejected as
feudal and repressive, and Birzhan’s perspective and voice are given most space,
such that Sara becomes a supporting character in his larger story of overt opposition.

The Soviet period could be considered an unusually long (seventy year)
“intertextual gap” (Briggs and Bauman 1992) in the life of the oral tradition of aitys,
wherein there was an explicit state ideological effort to transform the narrative.
However, it is essential to state that the duality of the socialist-nationalist framework
was not a totalizing cultural colonialism, but rather allowed for a reasonable degree
of freedom in local or regional definitions and emphases in definitions and
presentations of “nation” in the sphere of art and literature (Kluczewska and
Hojieva 2020; Kudaibergenova 2017; Tagangaeva 2017). It is perhaps better to
understand how in this cultural context, the oral tradition “minimized” the gap itself
(Wilce 2005, 67; see also Briggs and Bauman 1992) through absorption or
reincorporation. From the metaperspective of mapping, it is clear to see how certain
key features of the participant framework of the (now staged) performance were
conflated with the original poetic speech event and thus remained intact, preserving
in other ways the dialogic potential of the story. The partial adaptation of aitys to
opera is helpfully seen as an historical form of “grafting,” a process of enregisterment
wherein a “register of one social arena is implanted” in a different but analogous
(even conventionally opposed) arena, but where “the citational practice . . . denies
that there is a difference between the two terms of the analogy” (Gal 2018, 16).
However, while the genre frame, messaging, and staging were all changed, the
dialogue between the central characters was preserved as aitys. The villager
characters on stage were thus functioning doubly now as the voice of local public
opinion for poets and as a greek chorus to the theatre audiences, those meant to
support and champion the cause of Birzhan and Sara as well. This socialist crowd is
now also implicated, in the conversation, dynamic, and goals of the young heroes—
who are, at the heart, most valuable and influential precisely because they are poets
and thus already legitimated as key representatives of this cultural group.

Due to these forms of conflation in the larger discursive dynamics of performance,
there are now three ways in which the aitys tradition has been able to reabsorb or
overcome the gaps of “textual” transmission. Not only was the relationship between
poets and their supportive audience thus preserved in the opera, but today the short
“aitys” duet of the first scene is re-performed on aitys stages—lifted from the operatic
context and recontextualized within the oral tradition itself. Further, Birzhan and
Sara are listed as “ancestors” themselves within the lingeages of poets and cultural
heroes named regularly within contemporary performances. Finally, the original
character of Sara and her voice or speaking figure as a “young Qazaq woman”—
constructed in both the discursive pragmatics of the historical performance context as
well as to some extent within the opera—have also survived. I elaborate upon all
these points in the following section of this article. What story, values, or experience
does this historical poetic performance continue to bring to its present days
“audiences”? What kind of cultural, social, and historic lessons, is this oral tradition
seen to impart?

Birzhan and Sara in a National Present

Since the fall of the Soviet Union and the emergence of Qazaqstan in 1991 as an
independent state, there has been an extensive and ongoing effort toward national
identity building. Qazaqstan has invested heavily in multiple forms of nation-
branding, which seek to balance competing domestic interests, as well as regional
and international perspectives (Fauve 2015; Marat 2009; Savdakassova 2017). This is
true to varying extents across the Central Asian republics, but one major common
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trend which can be seen is the prominent symbolic showcasing of ethnic culture
within the countries themselves, and in that regard, the work of elite cultural
organizers and public-staged performance plays a central role (Adams 2010; Adams
and Rustemova 2009). Such “spectacle” can be seen to a large extent as the (re)
traditionalization of culture—specifically oral and epic poetry—of nationalizing
regimes, bringing confluence of language and history together with an “immediacy”
of form (Bauman and Briggs 2003, 163). In the case of Central Asia, the idea of Soviet
“nationality” must be re-coded as the ethnicity of each now sovereign state.
However, while tradition is quite central to public life in contemporary Central Asia,
it would be a mistake to reduce its role to a top-down political pageantry. Rather, it is
better to understand how populations, cultural elites, and state officials can find new
forms of “alignment” in projects of nation-building, and to understand how
“practices of traditionalization [have] allowed new forms of instrumental meaning-
making to emerge, thereby providing a foundation upon which the elite could
promote tradition as a marker of identity and political reconstruction” (Beyer and
Finke 2019, 310).

The Soviet era networks of regional offices of cultural affairs and regional and
national theatres, as well as renewed popular and academic atttention to traditional
performance networks, have been reinvigorated in post-Soviet Qazaqstan.20 In the
sphere of aitys, it is notably prominent figures like poet and television presenter
Zh€ursin Erman, as well as academic researcher and diplomat Murzatay Zholdas-
bekov, who are most directly responsible for the re-establishment of a national
network of competitions, and for the recording and inscription of the vast majority of
performances, together with collaborators from state universities and the union of
writers (another formerly Soviet institution). As a result of their efforts, it has become
commonplace in the last decades to see regular aitys duels on everyday television, as
well as staged performances of aitys for national holiday celebrations. The re-
nationalization of culture—as it was during the early Soviet period as well—must be
seen as the extensive collaboration of a wide variety of interests and actors, which
simultanously legitimate national governance, while allowing for creative mobiliza-
tion and interpretation on the ground (Beyer and Finke 2019, 323).

In that highly performative but multi-faceted context of post-Soviet nation-
building in Qazaqstan, there are three major ways in which I would argue that the
contemporary aitys tradition has incorporated or overcome the intertextual gaps
presented here—from the passage of time (a long century), to the shift in modes of
entextualization (writing, opera, television, and back to oral tradition again). First, the
short dialogue between Birzhan and Sara from the opera has been restaged several
times as a part of public celebrations as an aitys in that same context. The pageantry of
the public presentation and the prominent acclimation of Birzhan and Sara as poets of
the tradition both help to disguise the fact that the poetic content of the operatic aitys
and other aitys performances are not actually the same; the aitys of the opera and of
the national framework are in this sense presented as “contiguous discourses”—those
which are not opposed per se but are rather seen as related to one another “along the
axis of combination” of such factors as “voice, textiness, or footing” (Irvine 2005, 77
�78; see also Agha 2005). They are presented as being “like” again, as tokens of the
aitys type; in their visual styling and performative re-presentation, opera is quietly
blended or embedded into “aitys”: the poets in their relationship and song become a
metonym of “Qazaq” culture that transcends historical context.

For example, the life story of Birzhan Sal was also made as a film of the same name
by Kazakhfilm Studios in 2009, creating from the poet an epic character in another
multi-media context for a new generation of viewers.21

Second, the figures of Birzhan and Sara are now themselves referenced as ancestors
in the genealogical recitation or summary of poets performing today. They may be
mentioned or described in a list of other cultural heroes and figures considered
important to the establishment and continuation of Qazaq history, culture, and aitys
itself. For example, in a live and televised peformance with Muqammedzhan in the
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early 2000s poet Aibek explicitly recognized the work of Jursin Erman in maintaining
this ancestral tradition, and by emplacing Sara and Birzhan in a list named “the
history of aitys” as seen in Figure 5.

The brief mention of Birzhan and Sara as ancestors in aitys is a strategic reference,
an index of cultural knowledge linking poets both to a community and to a cultural
history; such pragmatic recontextualization can be helpfully compared to the token
use of native languages as a means of identity-building in the context of language
endangerment, where speakers seek to bridge possible intertextual gaps (Ahlers
2017), a means of recalling and embodying “ancestral voices” that seeks to overcome
the “dismemberment” of historical conditions of linguistic and cultural colonization
(Perley 2013, 244). Birzhan and Sara must come to stand as more than themselves:
they must become quickly recognizable cultural figures, in the new national context,
figures who have survived the coloniality of the Soviet cultural and nationalities
frameworks. The work of cultural organizers like Erman and Zholdasbekov—those
who organize competitions and find sponsors to maintain the tradition and to keep it
alive in some contemporary fashion—becomes essential as well in this regard, and
they, together with all the poets, also become directly implicated in the extended
framework of participants in the community, working to make such performances
possible.

In contemporary aitys performances it is possible to see how these poets have
grown and developed as intertextual selves, the selves of memory and interaction,
“calibrated over time” (Agha 1995, 143, cited in Haviland 2005, 81) who have the
capacity to be embodied in a broader cultural and performative genealogical worlds,
both within and beyond the aitys community. Building on the work of Ochs and
Capps on the narrated self (1996), Haviland explains that the “notion of a
“coauthored” intertextual self implies an evolving set of texts derived from chains
of narratives, through processes of inscription, revision, and editing involving many

Figure 5. Opening of Aitys Performance By Poet Aibek.22
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voices, in addition to those of the “person” whose “self” is thus assembled,
articulated, polished, as well as contested. Like any other discursive object, this “self”
incorporates participant frames and voices, as well as allegiances, footings, and
stances; it has its allusions and its chronology, looking both to the past and to the
future” (2005, 82). The ability of poets to become “selves” both lasting and
transformed is the third way in which the aitys tradition is able to ultimately
overcome its own possible intertextual gaps.

An excellent example of the expansive and incorporative poetic and ancestral
“self” in aitys comes from my own ethnographic research on the tradition in
Qazaqstan in the early 2000s. It so happens that one of the most popular young poets
in the national performance framework at that time was a young woman also named
Sara—Sara Toqtamysova, representing northern Semey region. In one of her
performances in 2004, against the poet D€a�uletkerey representing Astana, she sang
about the prospect of being married, and the two discussed and joked together about
how he would come to participate in her wedding.24 As her opponent was roughly
ten years her senior, she names him as an older brother (Kaz: agha), and seeks his
advice. In that context, she directly invokes the historic Sara Tastanbekqyzy as an
ancestor not only for aitys or for the Qazaq people in a general sense, but also for
herself to demonstrate a more serious point: the modern Sara hopes that her own
marriage scenario will be happy, an experience different than that of her “mother,” as
seen in Figure 6.

Here it is necessary to explore the “mapping problem” of aitys, in order to
understand how the contemporary poet Sara is using the principle of genealogical
reference and lineage building central to the poetic genre itself (Dubuisson 2017), and
how she is pragmatically reincorporating the relationship between the historical Sara
and her “people” back into the current participant framework: she invokes a direct
comparison between herself, and “our mother” Sara. She also implicates her fellow
poet Dauletkere, by praising him and highlighting his reputation, and asking for his
support; this move runs directly parallel to the way in which Sara Tastanbek asked
for the support of Birzhan. Our modern Sara hopes that her own fate in marriage will
be a happy one. While she obviously lives in a different time with shifted marriage
norms and conventions, in voicing the topic this way Sara is asking her opponent and
her audience to have compassion for her perspective as a young potential bride and
to ask for their support. This is an effective move, because everyone can relate her to
the girl or daughter in their own families, who might be at a similar stage of life, and
in so doing she repeats the original performance, and expands the participant
framework of the original Sara’s voice and utterance.

Sara Tastanbek has become a social persona who was originally created through
concrete dialogic connections to others in the specific discursive context of “staged
performance” (Bell and Gibson 2011). In that historical poetic context of aitys,
through her demonstration of style, topic building, and knowledge of ancestry, Sara
was legitimated as a “real” poet in her ongoing dialogue with her opponent Birzhan,
a famous and already well-established figure, just as his own identity had been
legitimated in his own co-constructed performances with other aitys poets in the past.
Once recognized or identified in this way, Sara sings not only as a young girl in a
village in the register of everyday talk, but also as an empowered aitys poet who
happens to be female, a person or discursive figure co-established through footing,
alignment, and dialogue, who is able to perform within the cultural domain and
range (Agha 2005, 38�39) of aitys poetry. Thus it is that Sara’s social “voice” is
“differentiable from its surround” as inclusive rather than individual: at once
constituted by the original participant framework of performance, but also metadis-
cursively indexing a form of social personhood (40). Over time, Sara has become
doubly laminated both as culturally legitimated aqyn (poet), but also as a prototypical
“Qazaq girl,” a figure who has been licensed to speak both as and for, an “image-text
of reversible encompassment” (Nakassis 2019), who can be re-entextualized in new
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and ever changing social discourses and frames, such as that of contemporary
Qazaqstani ethnic nationalism.26

Conclusion: Cultural Mapping

In 2018 Qazaqstan celebrated the 165th anniversary of her passing, a competition
featuring many poets in which Sara Toqtamysova also participated, and in which
contemporary poets sang aitys in her honor. A public announcement of the events
described the Birzhan and Sara aitys as a widely known piece, characterized by
women’s equality.27 Reflecting back on the life of the poet, and the efforts to keep her
material and cultural legacy alive today, one of representatives of the public fund Naq

Figure 6. Aqyn Sara Toqtamysova References the Historical Sara Tastanbekqyzy.25
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Birlik supporting such activities was quoted in a local newspaper, and recalled some
lines attributed to Sara near the end of her life, saying that her words will live forever
in people’s memories (Figure 7).28

In this brief excerpt, Sara Tastanbek reflects on her identity and contribution as a
poet, and asks to be remembered by her people. Her wish was realized, as she has
been memorialized in a museum in her home (southeastern Almaty) region, which
was opened in 1992, and continues to be recognized in now nationalized anniversary
events, as well as—as shown here above—in the words and recognition of new
generations of poets today. The meaning of her life and work—and especially of her
very first public performance with Birzhan, which is to date far and away her most
famous piece—has shifted and expanded in different ways, for new audiences and
new periods of political history that she herself perhaps would not have imagined.
But Sara Tastanbek is now firmly entrenched in Kazakh cultural and oral history,
newly (re)entextualized as image, as character; she was a poet, but now has—as she
wished—become an ancestor to future generations. Her role has changed, but within
the tradition of aitys, Sara continues to contribute in different ways to evolving
conversations and discourses in the present.

Within the basic structure of a verbal duel, aitys presents a multilayered dialogic
framework, the discursive underpinnings of who poets are as (i) accomplished and
worthy individuals, (ii) representatives of regions, lineages, and social groups, and
(iii) interlocutors—what relationship can they establish to one another within
performance? Within this cultural region, particular kinship and social relationships
are beset with expectations and prescriptions—from support to avoidance, from
joking to respect—and poets may embody and adapt those accordingly to establish
the discursive ground of their performance which unfolds accordingly. These three
dimensions of their social “voices” are typically established in the early stages of
performance, and once ratified, allow poets to each blend these identities into one
unified and legitimated role. It is precisely that unification, “embedding” of voice, or
“the layering of multiple actors in a single utterance” and the resultant “interdepen-
dency of roles” (Hanks 1996, 169) which allows poets to enter properly into the
discursive positionalities of the poetic form to find the embodied persona from which
to “speak” with one another (Kaz: aitysu), and which creates the cultural authority of
that dialogic speaking voice (Dubuisson 2010). Such layering by aitys poets is
helpfully seen as a “role alignment” between voice(s) and social personae, whereby
performances become events, in which “characterological figures indexed by speech
. . . establish some footing or alignment with figures performed through speech, and
hence with each other” (Agha 2005, 40; Agha 2007), and intertextual gaps such as
time can be overcome in their dialogue. It is the mediated discursive pragmatics of its
ever-expanding participant framework (see Bauman 2004) that ensure the continu-
ation of this oral tradition.

Figure 7. Last Words Attributed to Sara Tastanbek.29
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Aitys as a genre is very much a “transposable frame of reference in terms of which
communicative action is possible” (Briggs and Bauman 1992; see also Hymes 1987),
one that allows for integration and change, such that the “voice” of the tradition
perdures through time. As we see in the survival of a particular aitys story and its
characters across more than a century, the oral tradition must be able to transcend
and become embodied in other performative contexts, in order to “come back” to
itself again in the future. It is the characterization allowed by particular multidi-
mensional participant frameworks in the aitys genre itself, which allows for the
adaptability of the tradition over the long duree. This poetry is a discursive space
which allows for the emergence of characters or selves—such as ancestors—whose
identities and words move across contexts from the immediate to the general and
back again. The attribution of responsibility for what is said in any one
performance—or for the entire tradition to date—is maximally inclusive; ultimately,
it is a whole cultural group, who is implicated in this poetry. It is such flexibility and
social incorporation that allows this oral tradition to survive over time, even in
dramatically shifting ideological and political circumstances. Using Irvine’s “map-
ping problem” as a mechanism of analysis in the aitys example helps us to
understand how and why the participant framework of a longstanding oral tradition
is best seen not as a specific set of given roles or rules, but rather as a potentially
infinitely expanding series of participants in multiple specific cultural and historical
contexts (Irvine 1996), who are together able to absorb within their ongoing dialogues
the shifting ideological frames, personae, and discourses of the times. The “mapping”
of this poetic tradition helps us to understand how voice connected to character,
speech event to social discourse, and ultimately, how poetic ancestors can be
connected to new generations of audiences in the future.
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Notes

1. The eponym “sal” here refers to Birzhan’s status as a bard.
2. The specific aitys tradition is found among Qazaq populations in Mongolia and Xinjiang,

but highly analogous poetic traditions can be found among populations as far west as Turkey,
as well. While the tradition in China and the former Soviet Union has been nationalized as a
part of cultural ethnic identity under socialism (and therefore today most often appears as part
of an ethnic or nationalist framework), it is equally important to recognize its place as one of
many related oral traditions across Eurasia predating these particular political formations.

3. The complete collection of Shaykhislamuly’s collected works edited by Zhangabek
Shaghatay was published in 2015 by Qazaqstan’s National Library and is now publicly
available online; the volume containing the aitys of Birzhan and Sara as well as biographical
information about Shaykhislamuly himself can be accessed here: http://nabrk.kz/bookView/
view/?brId=1177921&simple=true&green=1&lang=kk#

4. A summary list (with brief descriptions) of aitys collections from 1942 to the present may
be seen here: http://aitysker.org/?p=10853.
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5. It is always the case that any “genre” is situated within particular social and historical
contexts, and may thus change over time (Bakhtin 1984; Bauman and Briggs 1992, Hanks 1987).
Judith Irvine (2001, 64–65) also points out that the very notion of “genre” description itself
must be carefully considered within the context of colonial collection and description: with
whom do ethnographers and linguists work to understand categories of cultural discourse, and
on the basis of what authority?

6. Irvine (1989) and Sweet (2019) also show how frameworks of interaction may also
translate into and inform the distribution of forms of material value and status among
participants in that community.

7. The term “qyz” in Qazaq means literally girl, but also daughter, depending on context,
and both these references are meaningful within the context of this aitys; the ending “y” is a
genative marker—girl or daughter of whom—in this case, it is her father, “the man Tastanbek”
mentioned in the poem. The same could be true for the son of a father (-uly), and this is a
common surname practice in Qazaq and other Turkic cultures. Further, it should be noted that
surnames do not typically change upon marriage, so they can be indexes of a genealogical
patriline.

8. Together with student research assistants Madina Mussagazina, Lyazzat Kulmakanova,
and Indira Makhazhan, all then volunteer student research assistants at Nazarbayev
University, we prepared a partial translation of approximately one half of the larger
Birzhan-Sara aitys. The co-authored collaborative partial translation will be published as “The
Aitys of Sara and Birzhan: a young woman’s voice in Qazaq oral history” in McGuire et al. eds.
Tulips in Bloom: An Anthropology of Modern Central Asian Literature by Palgrave (Dubuisson et
al., forthcoming).

9. Shaykhislamuly’s adaptation was not the only adaptation of the text, and its authenticity
or veracity became a subject of debate when another version was published by €Arip
Tangirbergenov (a student of the famous poet Abai Qunanbai) in 1907 (Erdembekov 2014).

10. The text on the left hand side of the translation is that given in Shaghatay, ed. 2015,
printed in Cyrillic script. The translation is to English on the right, with the exception of proper
names or cultural terms with no equivalent, which are also noted in footnotes. The Latinization
of Cyrillic for Qazaq language is taken from the United States Board of Geographic Names,
which was updated in 2019 and available online; this was also used for terms through the text
itself for terms and references. The only exception are works published in English before the
more recent changes. It should be noted that Qazaqstan is currently engaged in an ongoing
Latinization project for Qazaq language and it would be expected to see further changes and
updates in the near future, such as the replacement of /zh/ with /j/ and others.11

11. According to the narrator of the aitys text, Birzhan is of the lineage Altay-Qarpyq, the
son of Qozhaqul.12

12. Er Qaptaghay (the man Qaptaghay) was a famous Nayman, and also this name became a
shorthand, to refer to all Naymans; both uses appear in this text.

13. In the end, it seems that her creative entreaty was successful, as Sara Tastanbekqyzy
ultimately married someone else. She is commemorated today in a museum in her home region
where many of her descendants still live and where her story is told to visitors, which I
describe in the final section of this article.

14. A complete collection of Muqtar €Auezov’s writings was published in multiple volumes
was published by D�a�uır Press in 2014. In the early Soviet period, it should also be noted that
certain primary narratives and cultural figures were prominently emphasized within each
republic as exemplars in their respective collections of written and oral literature, remade in
various version. In the Soviet republic of Qazaqstan, three main pre-revolutionary narratives or
biographies were chosen to remake in this fashion: the life story of the poet Abai Qunanbayuly
(McGuire 2018), the story of Qyz Zhibek (McGuire 2019), and the aitys of Birzhan-Sara.

15. In his talk “Making Opera in the Steppe: A Political History of Musical Theatre in
Qazaqstan 1930–2015” at the Einstein Forum in Postdam in 2018 (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pLQOUrTQeUM), cultural historian Nuri Shelekpayev notes that the early Soviet
project to ‘bring opera to the steppe’ in the late 1920s and early 1930s “involved abusing and
normalizing vernacular art, forcing it to conform to imposed tastes, and fit into externally
inflicted categories.” Once this had happened, however, opera quickly gained popularity in
metropolitan centers, and became a new form and infrastructure with its forms social and
political capital—indeed, creating for the semi-autonomous Qazaq republic a new kind of
cultural elite. Performers could be recognized, for example, with “Artist of the People” awards
from central Moscow. Opera in Qazaqstan is best seen as part of a broader historical process of
Soviet internationalization and identity building. Like Shelekpayev and other researchers I also
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argue that cultural forms were melded into a fixed, stable, and enduring image of unified
language, ethnic identity, and performance style in each of the socialist republics, thus making
a “Soviet Central Asia” recognizable and “translatable” (as to Russia) from stage (Holt 2015) to
literature (Caffee 2018; Kudaibergenova 2018) to music (Rouland 2005; Sultanova 2005) to film
(Isaacs 2018; Drieu 2019).

16. For other examples of such cooption of socialist figures or narrative in Qazaq oral
tradition, see Winner 1958. It would be a mistake however to consider such double-voicedness
of socialist-national as simply parroting the message of the state—it is important to consider
the ways in which each voice there maintains some integrity. This example supports the point
of Volek (2014), who argues that the metaphor of “ventriloquism” has been incorrectly used or
attributed to Bakhtin in his presentation of double-voicedness, through the wording of Michael
Holquist, in his well-known translation and interpretation of Bakhtin’s collected writings.

17. The excerpts of the sung aitys from the Birzhan-Sara Opera presented here were
collected and translated by student research assistant Madina Mussagazina, Nazarbayev
University. I have made edits to the final English version.

18. The scene summary of the Birzhan-Sara opera in Russian language from Astana Opera
can be accessed here: https://astanaopera.kz/afisha/15 A filmed performance of the opera
(Qazaq language) can be viewed in its entirety here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Uq4kN1lxn5A&ab_channel=MuslimAmze

19. On early Soviet women’s liberation campaigns in Central Asia see for example
Northrop 2003; for further discussion of the legacy on these campaigns in post-Soviet Central
Asia see for example Kamp 2016.

20. For a description and discussion of contemporary aitys performances in the context of
Kazakhstani nation-building see for example Asan 2017.

21. https://kazakhfilmstudios.kz/movies/6023/
22. This aitys excerpt is taken from its published form (Zholdasbekov 2014, 9), and was

translated by student research assistant Madina Mussagazina, Nazarbayev University. I have
made minor edits to the final English version.23

23. The phrasing “alty Alash” is reference to the historical legend of Alash, the Khan
credited with uniting six Qazaq tribes. One well-known transcription of the legend was made
by Soviet era ethnographer Shoqan Walihanov (2005).

24. The aitys between D€a�uletkerey K€apuly and Sara Toqtamysova excerpted here was
transcribed from a DVD recording released in 2006 by Dastan Studios and editor Zh€ursin
Erman as a part of a multi-part series.

25. This aitys excerpt was transcribed and translated by student research assistant Madina
Mussagazina (Nazarbayev University). I have made minor edits to the final English version.

26. For example, in 2018 the civil rights NGOWomen of Qazaqstan tweeted, “Famous aitys
between Birzhan Sal & Akyn Sara (Sara Tastanbekkyzy) transformed into opera in 1946
(Qazaq composer Mukan Tulebaev upon a libretto of Khazhim Djumaliev) and now is playing
at Astana Opera. Sara is known as one of the 1st poetress [sic] to fight for #Genderequality.”
(https://twitter.com/womenofkz/status/988403146052521984). This short tweet captures
intertextual minimization in two ways—both by conflating aitys and opera, as well as by
presenting Sara Tastanbek as a recontextualized self in a new and different contemporary
discourse of gender rights in Qazaqstan. It is in these ways like this that the aitys tradition
continues to creatively expand its audience, modalities, and message, and to stay relevant in a
newly national present.

27. http://7-su.kz/news/cat-4/3234/
28. https://24.kz/ru/news/culture/item/190844-portrety-sary-tastanbekkyzy-budut-

khranitsya-v-muzee-akyn-sary
29. This short poem was translated by student research assistant Madina Mussagazina

(Nazarbayev University). I have made minor edits to the final English version.
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